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ABSTRACT 
After the initiation of failure in fibre reinforced composites, the evolution of damaged areas pose a 
major challenge to present failure theories. Therefore experimental methods such as in-situ computing 
tomography are highly valuable tools to detect the occurrence of first failure and to improve the 
understanding of failure progression. As recently been demonstrated by the use of synchrotron 
radiation sources, this approach leads to exciting new insights on the failure behaviour of fibre 
reinforced materials. In this study we present results of in-situ monitoring experiments using a carbon-
fibre / epoxy system making use of a commercial computing tomography device achieving resolution 
down to 1.7 µm. The load frame is fully software controlled and has been optimized to yield a direct 
propagation path ready to detect acoustic emission signals as generated by the specimen under test. 
The signal detection uses flat with frequency sensors and a broad bandwidth of the acquisition 
equipment. The experiments are carried out as load-hold experiments with sufficient time intervals of 
hold to allow for specimen relaxation prior to scanning. The relevant time to stop the experiment and 
perform an imaging step is determined from simultaneous acoustic emission monitoring. Within this 
study, results of miniaturized samples subject to tensile testing transverse to the fibre axis are 
presented. The respective type of failure comprises one of the fundamental failure modes on the 
microscopic scale and is used to exemplify the experimental capabilities of the presented configuration 
in terms of resolution, contrast and defect detectability. Comparison is made between the detected 
acoustic emission signals and respective acoustic emission signal modelling using finite elements in 
the experimentally chosen 3D geometry. For the latter the crack surface is extracted from the 
computing tomography images and is directly used as source geometry for the numerical computation 
of the acoustic emission signal. 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Carbon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRPs) are a class of materials that show an extraordinary 
strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratio. However, the limited predictability of material failure 
requires a high margin of safety for the permissible design limits in construction of composite 
structures. Since global structural failure in composites is a consequence of a complex evolution of 
various microscopic failure mechanisms, to understand these evolution processes is key to understand 
global failure. 
Several research groups demonstrated the use of X-Ray computing tomography (CT) to obtain 
information on the damage progress in fibre reinforced materials. The main advantage of X-Rays 
compared to light is their ability to penetrate the specimen and therefore to obtain volumetric 
information. The possibility to use computing tomography for visualization of internal damage states 
has become a standard method already. Some groups have been using synchrotron radiation in 
combination with in-situ loading stages to carry out volumetric imaging of miniature specimens under 
mechanical load [1]–[5]. Such microscopic imaging of the specimen allows to track the initiation of 
damage in the interior and to deduce the interaction between different failure mechanisms at 
increasing load levels. Other groups have adopted this analysis routine and investigated the failure of 
fibre reinforced materials under various load conditions carried out in-situ [1], [2], [4]–[11]. The term 
“in-situ” in this context typically refers to load-hold cycles with intermediate scanning. That way 
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damage is first introduced and existing damage states are kept under load. Stress relaxation effects 
have to be considered in general and creep effects of the matrix polymer have to be taken into account 
in particular. Moreover, there is currently no feasible technical solution to scale the method to allow 
specimen dimensions larger than the few millimetres of cross-section currently used.  
In the same way as hearing complements vision, acoustic emission (AE) can act complementary to 
imaging methods in order to improve detection of failure. One major source for AE in CFRP is the 
initiation and growth of damage. Microscopically this relates to the generation and propagation of 
cracks inside the matrix material, along the interface between matrix and fibre or the rupture of fibre 
filaments and combinations of these individual contributions. Consequently, a combined measurement 
of acoustic emission signals during mechanical loading and CT inspection can be used to investigate 
composite failure.  
Recent advances in AE also allow the forward prediction of the emitted AE signal of a specific 
source type by analytical methods [12] or by finite element modelling (FEM) [13]–[16]. The latter 
approach requires a thorough validation of the implementation to establish predictive capabilities for 
failure mechanisms occurring in fibre reinforced composites. To this end, recently an approach to 
establish such correlation based on optical microscopy was presented [16]. The present work 
demonstrates a similar approach in application to one of the fundamental failure modes in fibre 




In order to combine in-situ CT scanning with AE measurements some modifications to existing 
load frames are required. In addition to the challenges faced by the load introduction and the 
geometrical stability, the generated AE signals need to be detected by an attached sensor system. For 
reasonable specimen sizes and miniaturized AE sensors these may be directly attached to the 
specimen. 
But in order to achieve the highest scan resolution the specimen cross-section may typically 
approach dimensions of few mm², which does not allow a direct mounting of the substantially larger 
AE sensors. Hence, in such cases another approach is required to allow AE monitoring of specimen 
failure. To this end the load rigs presented in section 6.3 can be modified to include a waveguide to 
transfer the AE signal to an attached AE sensor. Figure 1 shows a 3D drawing of such a modified load 
rig used for tensile/compression testing with 180° of the PMMA tube removes to spot the interior 
arrangement. The top of the load rig has been modified to allow acoustic emission monitoring by using 
an AE sensor. The primary modification involves a slender wave-guide like design of the specimen 
fixture and an acoustic decoupling to the surrounding parts before reaching the sensor position. Using 
these modifications this allows a reasonable interpretation of the recorded AE signal without 
significant interference with signal reflections due to the surrounding components.  
The specimens are fabricated as prepreg laminate using the carbon/epoxy system Sigrafil CE1250-
230-39 following the curing cycle recommended by the manufacturer. Miniaturized samples of 1.9 
mm × 1.7 mm × 2.8 mm length × width × height are cut from the laminates using a water cooled low-
speed saw with precision diamond blade. Samples are attached to the aluminium load bars by an UHU 
Plus endfest 300 epoxy adhesive. Mechanical testing is carried out in displacement controlled mode 
using 0.2 mm/min displacement rate. Load-displacement curves are recorded by a software program. 
During loading and scanning AE measurements are performed using a KRNBB-PC type AE sensor 
with flat frequency response in the bandwidth ranging from 1 kHz to 3 MHz and a PCI-2 data 
acquisition card. All signals were amplified by 20 dB using a 2/4/6 preamplifier and recorded with 
38 dB threshold and 10/80/300 settings for Peak-Definition-Time/Hit-Definition-Time/Hit-Lockout-
Time using the software AEwin with 20 MHz sampling rate. For all configurations, a bandpass filter 
from 1 kHz to 3 MHz was used. For evaluation of the failure mode, a CT scan was performed after 
recording of an AE signal.  
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Figure 1: 3D drawing of in-situ load rig optimized for AE acquisition showing full device (left) and 
interior design with some parts removed (centre) as well as details of specimen attachment (right). 
An exemplary CT scan after final failure of the specimen is shown in Figure 2 including details of 
the fracture plane. All scans were performed using a Nanotom 180 CT scanner using acquisition of 
1000 images with detector exposure time of 1 s, tube voltage of 50 kV and tube current of 170 µA. 
Focus-object-distance and focus-detector-distance was chosen to yield a voxel size of 1.7 µm. 3D 
volumes were obtained by the “phoenix datos|x2 reconstruction” software and postprocessing was 
done by “VGStudio MAX”. Given the 1.7 µm voxel resolution details of the fracture plane as well as 
inclusions (e.g. pores) in the bulk composite are readily visible. For tensile load transverse to the fibre 
direction, the failure mode is a matrix crack running through the full width of the specimen. 
Accordingly it is the movement of this fracture surface, which is the origin of the respective acoustic 
emission signal as indicated in Figure 2. 
 
3 FEM MODELING 
To accompany the experimental investigations, the specimen failure and the according acoustic 
emission release was modelled using FEM. The presented approach is an extension of the modelling 
approach base on cohesive zone elements presented in [16], [17]. Within the present study its 
application to composite materials is presented taking into account the anisotropic material properties 
as well as a 3D failure criterion. Moreover, the fracture surface was directly extracted from volumetric 
images. 
The model itself consists of the 3D geometry already presented in Figure 1. To increase the 
computational efficiency, only geometries relevant for the problem are considered. To this end, the full 
geometry of Figure 1 is reduced to yield the reduced geometry of Figure 3. All computations are 
carried out within the “Structural Mechanics module” of Comsol Multiphysics following established 
routines for modelling of acoustic emission sources [13], [16], signal propagation [15] and detection 
[14]. Explicit modelling of the KRNBB-PC sensor is not necessary, since the voltage signal for this 
type is directly proportional to the out-of-plane displacement. Hence, the modelled AE signals are 
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3. All mesh settings were chosen to provide > 99% coherence as established in [15], with a maximal 
mesh size of 0.5 mm and respective refinement in regions of narrow details. The modelling procedure 
consists of two subsequent analysis steps. As first step, the model is subject to a static load applied 
along the z-axis direction with a value identical to the fracture load in the experiment (i.e. 200 N). In 
the second step, a transient analysis is performed allowing crack growth and AE release. As time step 
10 ns were chosen to provide sufficient resolution during crack growth and signal propagation. The 
cohesive zone element approach requires a definition of an internal fracture plane. Assuming a planar 
fracture plane for this purpose might not take into account roughness or curvatures as existent in 
reality. Therefore, the present implementation uses a procedure to generate the internal fracture plane 
based on a CT scan of the specimen after failure. 
 
 
Figure 2: 3D scan of failure mode in in-situ load rig (left) and details of the fracture plane (right). 
3.1 Extraction of fracture surface  
As schematically shown in figure 3, the full procedure basically consists of three subsequent steps. 
As first step, the crack surface is extracted from a CT scan and digitized to yield a digital 
representation of the 3D-geometry. As second step, this digital object is imported to another software 
program for modification and refinement procedures. Finally, the resultant mesh is imported to a FEM 
program and embedded as CAD object for further processing. Although these steps are conceptually 
easy, the practical handling of the surface extraction, digitization and embedding comes with several 
challenges and may result in inaccuracies if carried out inappropriately.  
First, the volume of the CT scan may be reduced to yield only the region of interest close to the 
fracture surface as basis for further processing as seen in Figure 3. The CT-scan should be of sufficient 
resolution and contrast, to allow proper image segmentation using gray-value based threshold 
techniques. For proper extraction of the crack surface, the selection of the segmentation threshold is of 
particular relevance and should be considered in detail when performing the segmentation step. Within 
“VGStudio MAX” it is possible to perform a surface extraction step using such threshold techniques. 
The obtained segmentation boundary can then be exported as stl-file format to yield a tessellated 
triangular surface for further processing. In this context, a “normal” level of detail was found to be 
appropriate for the surface extraction algorithm in “VGStudio MAX”. Nevertheless, a high level of 
accuracy in this step may result in large files for further processing and may need adjustment subject 
to the extracted volume, scan resolution and computational capabilities for processing. 
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environment. This is mostly due to issues arising from the tessellation algorithm applied to the 
extracted surface. First, there is a large likelihood, that the obtained fracture surface is not fully closed, 
which is caused by imperfections of the CT scan as well as the selected segmentation threshold. Such 
holes need to be closed, to yield an appropriate representation of the fracture surface. Second, the 
tessellation algorithm is likely to generate non-manifold faces and vertices in regions of geometric 
singularities (i.e. at the crack tip). Since these cause difficulties for generation of computational 
meshes these need to be removed as well. And finally, the presence of pores or crack bifurcations may 
cause isolated entities, which may be considered in FEM approaches, but may also lead to difficulties 
in mesh generations. Thus it was found to be useful to remove such isolated surfaces for further 
processing. Since all these operations are hardly implemented by manual mesh processing strategies, 
they require an appropriate environment to perform such stl-file modifications. To this end, the 
software platform “MeshLab” was used for processing and simplification of the extracted surface.  
After import of the stl-file, the first step consists of a removal of isolated entities using the 
command “Remove Isolated pieces” applied to the imported mesh. Based on the selected option, this 
is used to remove all isolated objects depending on their diameter or number of faces. For further use 
within a FEM program, the topology of the obtained mesh may need some processing. Some of the 
mesh refinement strategies present in the next steps will require a mesh with 2-manifold edges. This 
means that each edge should be connected to exactly two neighbouring faces. Non-closed objects are 
typically 1-manifold (or even 0-manifold for plane edges) and objects containing artefact faces are 3- 
or more manifold. Before further processing, the vertices, edges or faces causing this lack of 
topological integrity of the surface need to be removed. Examples for such non 2-manifold edges are 
enclosed faces or overlapping faces. These are difficult to spot by bare eye, but are easy to to select 
and delete by using the “Select non Manifold Edges” filter. Careful removal without compromising the 
integrity of the geometry is used to yield a suitable mesh representation for further processing.  
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Subsequently, the mesh is subject to a simplification scheme. Among the different choices, the 
“quadratic based edge collapse strategy” option following the scheme of H. Hoppe was found to be 
particularly useful [18]. In all cases, key is to preserve the topology of the extracted surface and to 
avoid removal of geometric details, which are required for the computation result. The latter aspect is 
hard to determine at this stage, so the simplification routine should be evaluated in their impact on the 
computation results by comparing the results obtained by less simplified cases and by the desired level 
of simplification. Clearly, this step is used to increase the numerical efficiency of the modelling 
procedure and should thus be considered carefully to reach a satisfying level of detail, while keeping 
the numerical intensity at a minimum. Generated or existing structure holes are then filled using the 
“Fill holes” or “Close holes” command. As final step, the simplified and repaired surface is exported 
to another stl-file. 
Within the FEM program “Comsol Multiphysics” stl-files may be imported during geometry 
creation. For the present case, only the fracture surface shown in Figure 3 was imported. The 
remaining parts of the specimen may either be imported from other CAD formats or are being 
generated directly within “Comsol Multiphysics”. The imported crack surface was joined with a 
surrounding volume using a sequence of intersection and union commands to yield the volume shown 
in Figure 3. The so obtained volume was then embedded within the full 3D-geometry of the in-situ test 
stage as shown in Figure 3.  
3.2 Implementation of failure criterion 
The implementation of crack growth modeling in “Comsol Multiphysics” is performed using 
cohesive zone modeling following the detailed implementation described in [16]. The boundary 
condition “thin elastic layer” can be defined for an internal surface and is used to model transient crack 
growth. The stiffness vector 𝒌 of this thin elastic layer is written in terms of the boundary coordinate 
system (𝑡1, 𝑡2, 𝑛). Suitable values for the stiffness may be estimated from the Young’s modulus 𝐸, the 













𝑡ℎ(1 + 𝜈)(1 − 2𝜈)
 (3) 
 
The parameter 𝑡ℎ is an effective thickness associated with the thin elastic layer. The thickness value 
𝑡ℎ is chosen sufficiently small (i.e. < 1 nm), so that the value of 𝒌 has negligible influence on the 
overall compliance of the model. For the present case 𝐸 = 𝐶22, 𝐺 = 𝐶44 and 𝜈 = 𝜈12 was chosen. 
Although this yields only a first order approximation of the values, a proper choice of 𝑡ℎ was found to 
be much more relevant to yield negligible compliance of the closed crack surface. 
 To model crack propagation, the stiffness vector is multiplied by a degradation function ?̌?(𝒓) 
evaluated as a function of the position on the fracture surface 𝒓. For the present case, Puck’s inter-fibre 
failure criterion (𝑃𝑈𝐶𝐾) was implemented following [19]–[21]. In its full form, for the case studied 

























𝐴 ⋅ 𝜎𝑛  (4) 
 
For technical reasons, the “Comsol Multiphysics” environment also requires an additional ordinary 
differential equation to be defined on the fracture surface. This is to track the historic maximum value 
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𝑃𝑈𝐶𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 of  𝑃𝑈𝐶𝐾. Therefore, the current implementation evaluates, whether the fracture condition 
is fulfilled in the present time step 𝑖 or was fulfilled in any previous time step.  
Therefore the degradation function is written in terms of Puck’s inter-fibre failure criterion as follows: 
 
?̌?(𝒓) = {
1 𝑖𝑓 max (𝑃𝑈𝐶𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝒓), 𝑃𝑈𝐶𝐾(𝒓)) < 1
0 𝑖𝑓 max (𝑃𝑈𝐶𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝒓), 𝑃𝑈𝐶𝐾(𝒓)) ≥ 1
 (5) 
 
The advantage of the present description compared to other formulations for acoustic emission 
source models is the access to experimental parameters. In the proposed model, crack growth and 
acoustic emission is solely defined by the macroscopic loading condition and the failure criterion used. 
In particular, no explicit source function comprising internal forces or rise-times are necessary to 
initiate an AE signal, thus reducing the ambiguity in AE source modeling. All material properties used 


























C55= C66= 6.1 
54 80 80 0.3 
Aluminium 2700 0.33 69.0 - - - - 
Adhesive 1140 0.38 2.8 - - - - 
 
Table 1: Material properties used for FEM modeling. 
 
4 RESULTS 
Based on the proposed modelling approach, results of crack progression and the according AE 
signal excitation are presented in the section 4.1. Subsequently, in section 4.2 the model results are 
compared to experimental results to demonstrate the validity of the FEM approach. 
 
4.1 Analysis of failure mode and generation of acoustic emission 
Due to the presence of the static load in z-direction, a static displacement field exists within the 
specimen. As pointed out in the previous section this static load and displacement field is used as 
initial boundary condition for a second computation step. This initiates the transient degradation of the 
stiffness vector of the thin elastic layer based on the evaluation of Puck’s inter-fibre failure criterion. A 
sequence of images during the crack propagation is shown in Figure 4.  
The false colour range of the degradation function ?̌?(𝒓) indicates the extension of the crack by red 
areas, while blue colours resemble areas, where the material is still in contact. The images show the 
state of crack growth between t = 0.2 µs and t = 1.2 µs. The initiation point is located at the lower left 
corner of the embedded fracture plane. The initiation is solely owed to the stress concentration at this 
edge based on the 3D topology of the fracture plane and the applied load level. After initiation, the 
crack grows along the fracture plane due to the stress concentration at the crack front. The extension of 
the fracture plane is driven by the roughness of the fracture surface and the velocity of crack growth 
approaches the speed of a Rayleigh wave, which is the general limit of crack propagation velocity. 
Due to the orientation of the local stress components, the newly formed fracture surface are subject 
to a dominant Mode-I type load situation. This causes a crack opening during propagation of the crack 
and the according movement of the fracture surfaces constitutes the actual source mechanism for AE 
release. The initiation of the dynamic motion of the fracture planes are conveniently visualized using 
diagrams of the acoustic velocity magnitude to visualize the birth of the AE signal around the crack. 
As seen from Figure 5, the near-field of this crack type consists of a dominant radiation perpendicular 
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to the crack surfaces, which extends along the x- and y-axis during the progression of the crack. After t 
= 3.0 µs the first reflections at the edges of the small specimen superimpose to the emitted waves of 
the source. Thus it is more convenient to adapt the false-color scale and observe the signal spreading 
in the attached waveguide.  
 
 
Figure 4: Calculated crack growth in in-situ tensile test with fibre orientation perpendicular to load 
axis at distinct time intervals with false colour range to indicate the value of the degradation function. 
 
Figure 5: Plot of acoustic velocity magnitude during and after crack growth. 
Within the waveguide (i.e. tensile bar) the incident waves are converted into guided waves, which 
propagate towards the AE sensor position. As seen from the acoustic velocity fields in Figure 6 at six 
distinct time steps, there are several guided wave modes visible within the waveguide. The two 
dominant wave packages were identified as primary and secondary F(1,0) modes by means of time-
frequency analysis using Choi-Williams diagrams and dispersion curves calculated using [22] for the 
6.95 mm aluminum rod [23], [24]. 




t = 0.8 µs t = 1.0 µs t = 1.2 µs
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Figure 6: Plot of acoustic velocity magnitude during signal spreading in waveguide geometry. 
 
 
4.2 Comparison of FEM results and experimental data 
The displacement normal to the top surface of the waveguide is evaluated as AE signal and is 
shown in Figure 7 for the calculated duration of t = 60 µs. For comparison, the respective experimental 
AE signal obtained for the investigated fracture surface is shown in Figure 7 as well. The behaviour of 
the experimentally used KRNBB-PC sensor can readily be estimated as flat frequency response with 
constant conversion factor of 6 kV/m also accounting for the preamplifier gain. Thus the modelled 
sensor voltage may directly be compared to the experimental sensor voltage. In addition, the modelled 
signal was filtered by a 6th order Butterworth high-pass of 1 kHz to confirm with the bandwidth 
limitations of the experimental setup. As seen from the good quantitative agreement between both 
signals, the proposed model setup is able to describe the generated AE signal very well. Since the 
approach presented herein is an extension of previous research [16], [17], this finding is not surprising. 
Some differences arise with respect to the number and position of dips after 25 µs. Based on visual 
observations of the signal propagation path, this is likely owed to interactions with parts not included 
within the model, which cause additional reflections arriving at the sensor position after the first wave 
mode has passed beyond the sensor position (cf. Fig. 6). Since the experimental signal will also move 
into the sensor and will interact with the surrounding metallic sensor fixture this will contribute to the 
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dominated by the experimentally used bandpass filter, which causes the sharp falling slope between 
20 µs and 40 µs and the rising slope from 40 µs on.  
 
 
Figure7: Comparison of experimental AE signal and modelled AE signal. 
 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
With the present modelling approach an improved description of the acoustic emission release due 
to the process of crack formation in fibre reinforced materials is possible. The insight gained by such 
modelling work aids in the interpretation of the physical processes during crack formation and allows 
assessing the impact of the material properties on the excited acoustic emission signals. The 
combination with in-situ computing tomography approaches allows to validate such modelling 
approaches on the microscopic scale. The extraction of fracture surfaces from 3D computing 
tomography images presents a promising new approach to be used in combination with cohesive zone 
modelling. The presented tools will allow an extension of the modelling approach to larger specimens 
with complex failure modes. This will be key to understand the formation of acoustic emission signals 
in more complex damage scenarios. 
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